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Abstract- A solar air heater is very useful for low grade 

thermal energy applications. It has wide usage in the 

area of space heating and drying of agricultural 

products, curing of timbers etc. due to its low cost, 

simple construction and easier to use. The thermal 

efficiency of flat plate solar air heater is found to be 

poor due to low heat transfer coefficient between air 

and the heat absorbing plate. Methodology of artificial 

roughness is considered to be a good technique for 

enhancing rate of heat transfer between absorber plate 

and air flowing through duct of solar air heater.  

In this paper, a brief review on the numerical analysis 

has been carried out for discrete multi V-shaped and 

staggered rib roughness surface absorber plate on the 

basis of previous research papers. 

 

Index Terms- Solar Air Heater, absorber plate, 

Artificial Roughened Surface, Thermal Efficiency, Heat 

flux. 

 INTRODUCTION 

 

Vitality and new water are the two noteworthy 

products that outfit the basics of each human 

movement for a sensible and feasible personal 

satisfaction. Vitality is the fuel for development, a 

fundamental prerequisite for financial and social 

advancement. Sun based vitality is the most old 

source and the root for all fossil and sus tainable 

writes. Uncommon gadgets have been utilized for 

profiting from the sunlight based and other 

sustainable power source writes since time 

immemorial.  

Sun oriented radiation outflow from the sun into each 

edge of room shows up as electromagnetic waves that 

convey vitality at the speed of light. The sun based 

radiation is retained, reflected, or diffused by strong 

particles in any area of room and particularly by the 

earth, which relies upon its landing for some 

exercises, for example, climate, atmosphere, 

agribusiness, and financial development. Contingent 

upon the geometry of the earth, its separation from 

the sun, geological area of any point on the earth, 

galactic directions, and the creation of the climate, 

the approaching illumination at any given point takes 

diverse shapes. A critical part of the sun oriented 

radiation is retained and reflected once more into 

space through environmental occasions and therefore 

the sun oriented vitality adjust of the earth continues 

as before.  

Sunlight based vitality authorities are extraordinary 

sorts of warmth exchangers that change sun powered 

radiation vitality to inside vitality of the vehicle 

medium. The real part of any nearby planetary group 

is the sun based gatherer. This is a gadget that ingests 

the approaching sun oriented radiation, changes over 

it into warmth, and exchanges the warmth to a liquid 

(typically air, water, or oil) coursing through the 

authority. The sun oriented vitality gathered is 

conveyed from the circling liquid either 

straightforwardly to the boiling water or space 

molding hardware or to a warm vitality stockpiling 

tank, from which it can be drawn for use during the 

evening or on shady days.  

There are essentially two sorts of sun based 

authorities: non-concentrating or stationary and 

concentrating. A non-concentrating gatherer has a 

similar region for catching and retaining sun oriented 

radiation, while a sun-following concentrating sun 

based authority as a rule has sunken reflecting 

surfaces to block and centre the sun's bar radiation to 

a littler getting region, in this way expanding the 

radiation motion. Concentrating authorities are 

appropriate for high-temperature applications. Sun 

oriented authorities can likewise be recognized by the 

kind of warmth exchange fluid utilized (water, non-

solidifying fluid, air, or warmth exchange oil) and 

whether they are secured or revealed. 
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1.2 Stationary Collectors 

Solar energy collectors are fundamentally illustrious 

via their motion- stationary, single-axis tracking, with 

two-axis tracking and the operational temperature. 

Stationary collectors are enduringly static in location 

with also does not trail the sun. Three chief kinds of 

collectors describe into these group; 

1. Flat-plate collectors (FPCs). 

2. Stationary compound parabolic collectors (CPCs). 

3. Evacuated tube collectors (ETCs). 

 

1.2.1 Flat-Plate Collectors (FPCs) 

An ordinary flat-plate solar collector is appeared in 

Figure 1.1. At the point when solar radiation goes 

through a straightforward cover and encroaches on 

the darkened safeguard surface of high absorptivity, a 

huge segment of this vitality is consumed by the plate 

and exchanged to the vehicle medium in the liquid 

tubes, to be diverted for capacity or utilize. The 

underside of the safeguard plate and the two sides are 

all around protected to decrease conduction 

 

Figure 1.1 Typical flat-plate collector 

Flat - plate collectors have been worked in a wide 

assortment of outlines and from various materials. 

They have been utilized to warm liquids, for 

example, water, water in addition to radiator fluid 

added substance, or air. Their significant reason for 

existing is to gather however much solar vitality as 

could reasonably be expected at the most reduced 

conceivable aggregate cost. The collector ought to 

likewise have a long viable life, regardless of the 

unfavorable impacts of the sun's bright radiation and 

consumption and obstructing as a result of sharpness, 

alkalinity, or hardness of the warmth exchange liquid, 

solidifying of water, or statement of residue or 

dampness on the coating and breakage of the coating 

from warm development, hail, vandalism, or different 

causes. These causes can be limited by the utilization 

of treated glass. 

 
Figure 1.2 Exploded view of a flat-plate collector and 

absorber details 

 

1.2.2 Working Principle 

The basic segment of the FPC is to go about as the 

safeguard and tubes/conduit for the stream of 

fluid/gas. In the event of the water collector, water 

streaming in the tubes gets warm vitality from the 

safeguard plate. The part of safeguard of FPC is: 

1. to absorb the maximum possible solar radiation 

incident on it through the glazing; 

2. to minimize heat losses from the absorber to the 

atmosphere from the top, bottom, and sides of 

the FPC; and 

3. to transfer maximum heat to the fluid. 

Materials by and large utilized for collector safeguard 

plates are copper, aluminum, and steel. For better 

execution and low support, the cost and conductance 

ought to be legitimately picked. The particular 

surface covering of the safeguard plate must 

guarantee high absorptivity ðaþ and low emissivity 

ðþ to hold most extreme (warm) vitality. The part of 

specific surface is essential for high-temperature 

applications. For a local water-warming framework, 

the safeguard plate is ordinarily painted dark in light 

of the fact that the required temperature is low 

contrasted and the modern request. The solar vitality 

consumed by the safeguard plate warms the 

safeguard plate. The warm vitality from the safeguard 

plate is exchanged to the liquid coursing in the tubes 

in warm contact with the safeguard plate; or liquid 

can specifically remove the warmth on the off chance 

that it is streaming on the retaining plate. The sides 

and base of the FPC are appropriately protected to 

diminish misfortunes from the base and sides. The 

flat-plate‒collector get together is slanted at the ideal 

point (contingent upon the area of establishment) to 

get the most extreme solar radiation consistently.  
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1.2.3 Solar heating technologies  

The term solar warming means using solar vitality to 

satisfy space-warming and water warming requests. 

The solar warming innovations are normally arranged 

into aloof and dynamic advancements considering the 

utilization of dynamic mechanical and electrical 

gadgets. Furthermore, there are likewise contrasts 

amongst space and uninvolved water-warming 

frameworks.  

 

1.2.3.1 Passive solar space-heating 

In the uninvolved solar space-warming framework, 

the façade or rooftop are utilized to ingest and store 

the solar radiation. The put away solar vitality will be 

exchanged to warm and satisfy the space-warming 

interest when it is essential. No other dynamic 

mechanical and electrical gadgets are required. The 

key purpose of latent solar space-warming is the 

building outline. Accessible advancements 

incorporate twofold window, Trombe divider, solar 

stack, unglazed happened solar façade, and solar 

rooftop advances [5]. Inactive solar warming can be a 

complementation of dynamic solar warming.  

 

1.2.3.2 Passive solar water-heating 

In the aloof solar water-warming framework, solar 

collectors are utilized to warm the water. Innovations 

including FPCs, ETCs, incorporated collector 

stockpiling partnered to a CPC, and the 

photovoltaic/warm (PVT) framework can be utilized. 

The fundamental components of the framework 

incorporate the collector, funnelling and high temp 

water tank. The warmth exchange from collector to 

capacity tank happens through the common 

convection guideline. An electrical pump isn't 

required 

 

1.2.3.3 Active solar space- and water-heating 

In the dynamic solar space-and water-warming 

frameworks, the solar collectors exchange the 

warmth to the warming framework through pumps or 

fans. Non-following solar collectors are sufficient for 

these requests. Here and there the space-and water-

warming capacities are incorporated in one 

framework. The warming frameworks can utilize the 

solar warmth specifically or through warmth trade 

forms. Water or air is utilized as a vehicle medium.  

 

1.2.3.4 Other feasible systems 

At the point when a medium-temperature solar 

collector is utilized, a warm determined warmth 

pump can be utilized for warming. The warm 

determined warmth pump cycle for the most part 

alludes to the sorption warm pump cycle. The 

sorption warm pump cycle contains sorption, 

desorption, buildup, throttling, and vanishing forms. 

The desorption procedure needs warm information 

while the sorption and buildup procedures can yield 

warm. At the point when solar photovoltaics are 

utilized, the customary electrical space-and water-

warming innovations are for the most part accessible. 

These incorporate electrical warming and vapor 

pressure warm pump frameworks. The buildup 

procedure discharges warm yield. Be that as it may, 

these two frameworks are only sometimes observed 

in light of the fact that the low-temperature solar 

collector is basic, shabby, and enough for space-or 

water-warming 

 

II-LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 General 

The minimum requesting technique for using 

assembled sun controlled radiation is for low 

temperature warming purposes. Most of the low-

temperature sun situated warming structures depend 

upon the use of covering, since it can transmit 

perceptible light and to square infrared radiation. 

High-temperature daylight based gatherers use 

mirrors and central focuses. Daylight based warm 

engines are an enlargement of dynamic sun situated 

warming and help to make high temperatures to drive 

steam turbines to convey electric power.  

Another technique for benefitting from daylight-

based radiation is by inactive sun arranged warming 

contraptions which have unmistakable ramifications. 

For instance, in the tight sense, it infers the osmosis 

of sun-controlled imperativeness clearly into an 

attempting to decrease the essentialness required for 

warming the liveable space. Uninvolved sun fueled 

warming systems are essential parts of the building 

and generally use air to stream the accumulated 

essentialness without pumps or fans. In the wide 

sense, detached daylight-based warming means low-

imperativeness building designs, which are suitable 

in diminishing the glow demand to the point where 

minimal uninvolved sun-based expands make a basic 

responsibility in winter.  
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Numerous scientists have been led investigate in 

solar warming application and change innovation for 

knowing the thermo hydraulic execution of the solar 

radiator for abhorring use of air.  

 

2.2 Recent Studies 

The outcomes of an exploratory examination on 

warm trade and disintegration factor in a counter 

stream twofold pass sun arranged air hotter (DPSAH) 

channel with discrete multi V-shaped and shocked rib 

cruelty on two broad surfaces of the warmed plate 

have been investigated by Ravi Kant Ravi and 

R.P.Saini: 2017. The examination covers a broad 

assortment of Reynolds number (Re) from 2000 - 

20000, relative paralyzed rib pitch (p'/p) from 0.2– 

0.8, relative astounded rib measure (r/e) from 1– 4 

and relative offensiveness width (W/w) from 5-8. 

The perfect estimations of stream and geometrical 

parameters of offensiveness have been proficient and 

illuminated in detail. For the Nusselt number (Nu), 

the best addition of 4.52 times to the relating 

estimation of smooth twofold pass channel has been 

proficient, at any rate it has in like manner been seen 

that the disintegration factor (f) enhanced by 3.13 

wrinkles when appeared differently in relation to 

smooth one. The rib parameters contrasting with 

most outrageous augmentation in Nu and f are 

r/e=3.5, p'/p=0.6 and W/w =7. Further, connections 

for Nu and f have in like manner been made in view 

of exploratory data.  

The exploratory examinations on warm trade and 

weight drop in a counter stream twofold pass pipe 

with a mix of astounded and discrete multi V shaped 

ribs on both expansive dividers of the engaging 

surface having uniform warmth movement reveals 

that the huge change in both Nusselt number (Nu) 

and grinding part (f) has been gotten. It has been seen 

by Ravi Kant Ravi and R.P.Saini: 2017 that a most 

extraordinary difference in Nu and f due to the 

nearness of repulsiveness geometry is of 4.52 and 

3.13 overlays independently as related to smooth 

twofold pass gatherer and 9.64 and 8.53 times when 

diverged from smooth single pass expert for the 

considered parameters go.  

Fluid stream and warmth move in a sun-based air 

hotter roughened with staggered diverse V-shaped 

ribs on the defend plate were investigated 

numerically by Dongxu Jin et al 2017. Three 

dimensional re-authorizations were performed for 

different rib geometries with changing astonish 

expel; rib height, pitch, and ambush point; and 

Reynolds number. Astounded different V-shaped ribs 

give favored warmth trade over the looking at inline 

course of action, with most extraordinary update 26% 

and 18% for typical Nusselt number and 

thermohydraulic execution factor, independently. 

Streamwise basic vortex with between rib 

reinforcement vortex is up 'til now the central stream 

structure for the dazed ribs, similar to the inline case. 

The gap stream actuates two fighting results for 

warm trade, updating heat trade profitability 

maximally at the perfect astound independent. Most 

extraordinary thermohydraulic execution factor for 

the staggered ribs was 2.43 in the extent of 

parameters contemplated.  

Rajesh Kumar and Prabha Chand; 2017, deals with 

the execution change of the daylight based air 

gatherer with the use of herringbone wrinkled adjusts 

joined underneath the defend plate along the fluid 

stream channel. A speculative model is made in 

perspective of imperativeness change state of the new 

framework sun fueled air radiator and is clarified 

with the usage of MATLAB re-institution code. The 

effect of working parameters viz. mass stream rate, 

structure parameter viz. balance pitch, edge scattering 

extent, stream cross fragment edge extent and 

metrological parameter viz. sun fueled power on the 

warm execution of the herringbone layered finned 

sun-situated air hotter is inspected. It is watched that 

the warm profitability of the common sun-arranged 

air hotter upgrades from 36.2% to 56.6% with adjust 

pitch 2.5 cm at settled mass stream rate of 0.026 kg/s 

anyway at the discipline of extended weight drop. To 

speak to this the articulation "feasible or 

thermohydraulic viability" is joined.  

A preliminary and numerical examination of 

turbulent convective warmth move in a sun-based air 

radiator channel with winglet-type vortex generators 

(WVGs) put on the protect plate is presented by 

Sompol Skullong et al: 2018. Air as the test fluid 

enters the pipe having a uniform divider warm 

movement associated on the upper divider or the 

protect plate with Reynolds number from 4100 to 

25,500. Two sorts of WVGs are exhibited: 

rectangular (RWVG) and trapezoidal (TWVG) 

WVGs, with a particular true objective to make 

various vortex streams along the channel. The WVG 

parameters in the present examination consolidate 
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two relative stature (BR=e/H=0.2 and 0.48), three 

longitudinal pitch extents (PR=Pl/H=1, 1.5 and 2) 

and a single strike edge, α=30°. The exploratory 

result reveals that the RWVG with BR=0.48 and 

PR=1 gives the most shocking warmth trade and 

disintegration factor at around 7.1 and 109.5 times 

over the level channel, independently while the 

TWVG with BR=0.2 and PR=1.5 yields the best 

warm execution around 1.84. By then, to upgrade the 

execution by diminishing the noteworthy weight 

mishap, both the WVGs with BR=0.48 and PR=1.5 

are modified to be punctured rectangular and 

trapezoidal winglet-type vortex generators (P-RWVG 

and P-TWVG) with four unmistakable punched 

hole/pore estimations (d=1, 3, 5 and 7 mm) on their 

central zone. The examination shows that among the 

punctured WVGs, the P-RWVG at d=1mm yields the 

most shocking warmth trade and rubbing factor up to 

6.78 and 84.32 times higher than the smooth pipe yet 

the best warm execution of around 2.01 is found for 

the P-TWVG with d=5 mm. To research the stream 

and warmth trade plan, a 3D numerical stream 

entertainment is performed and affirmed with open 

estimations where both the numerical and assessed 

comes are in awesome comprehension.  

The examination exhibits that P-WVGs can make 

vortex-streams that can provoke impingement flies 

on the divider (shield plate), which progress speedier 

fluid mixing between the more smoking close divider 

fluid and the colder base divider fluid regions. The 

assistant stream or VI affect appears to block the 

point of confinement layer change. As needs be, 

unprecedented warmth trade change is refined with 

respect to the smooth pipe alone.  

Warmth move in SAH channel can be enhanced 

stunningly by WVGs in spite of the way that rubbing 

hardship is much high; the incident can be reduced by 

using P-WVGs. For a given Re, both Nu and f 

increase with the reduction in opening/pore separate 

over. The 30° P-RWVG with d=1mm yields the most 

lifted NuR and fR of around 6.78 and 84.32 times. 

TEF of the P-WVGs is in an extent of 1.78– 2.01. 

The most extraordinary TEF around 2.01 is gotten for 

the P-TWVG with d=5 mm. From this time forward, 

the use of P-TWVG is depended upon to be a 

promising VG device for improving the SAH since it 

gives considerably higher warm execution and 

essentialness saving differentiated and diverse 

WVGs. TEF of the as of late formed VG device as P-

TWVG may be, in ordinary, higher than that of P-

RWVG around 3.65– 6.34%. The numerical eventual 

outcomes of Nu and f agree well with preliminary 

data. Thusly, the present amusement is all around 

alright in foreseeing warm execution of the SAH with 

sensible precision.  

Stream impingement is a set up technique for 

convective warmth trade from the warmed surface to 

the carrier fluid. High warmth trade rates are refined 

using impinging planes in sun-situated air hotter 

channel yet at the cost of extended contact control 

discipline. Ranchan Chauhan and N.S. Thakur; 2014, 

presents thermohydraulic execution of impinging 

plane sun controlled air radiator as fruitful adequacy 

and differentiated the same and that of standard sun-

based air hotter. The examination has been finished 

to inspect the effect of Reynolds number, estimation 

of the fly, streamwise and spanwise pitch on ground-

breaking profitability. In perspective of the 

examination, it has been surmised that impinging 

plane daylight based air hotter performs better than 

the standard sun-based air radiator for showed extent 

of Reynolds number. The convincing capability has 

been prepared in light of the associations made by the 

inspectors and most outrageous intense efficiency of 

70% has been expert for impinging plane sun-based 

air hotter in the extent of investigated structure and 

working parameters. Moreover, in light of the 

examination, the arrangement plots have been set up 

for each fly parameter considering temperature rise 

parameter keeping the ultimate objective to get 

perfect convincing adequacy for needed estimation of 

temperature rise 

Thermal performance of solar air heater does not take 

into account energy loss due to friction for propelling 

air through the duct. Therefore, it is necessary to 

evaluate thermohydraulic performance in order to 

investigate simultaneous effect of thermal and 

hydraulic characteristics on performance of solar air 

heater. In the work done by Brij Bhushan and Ranjit 

Singh; 2012, thermal and thermohydraulic 

performance of smooth as well as roughened solar air 

heater has been investigated with the help of a 

mathematical model. Absorber plate of solar air 

heater has been roughened with the formation of 

protrusions. Optimum value of each roughness 

geometry parameter has been obtained on the basis of 

thermal and effective efficiency of roughened solar 

air heater. Design plots have also been prepared in 
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order to facilitate the designer for designing such 

type of roughened solar air heater within the 

investigated range of system and operating 

parameters. 

Thermal efficiency criteria have resulted optimum 

value of each roughness geometry parameter 

independent of temperature rise parameter. However, 

effective efficiency criteria have resulted optimum 

value of each roughness geometry parameter as a 

function of temperature rise parameter. For the range 

of system and operating parameters, maximum 

enhancement in thermal efficiency and effective 

efficiency for roughened solar air heater has been 

found of the order of 2.3 and 2.2 times respectively 

as compared to solar air heater having smooth 

absorber plate. In order to facilitate the designer, 

design plots have been prepared for finding optimum 

value of each roughness geometry parameter as a 

function of temperature rise parameter 

 

III- CONCLUSION 

 

Present study concluded about the Solar energy 

collectors, in general are a special kind of heat 

exchanger that transforms solar radiation energy into 

internal energy of the transport medium. The major 

component of any solar system is the solar collector. 

This is a device which absorbs the incoming solar 

radiation, converts it into heat, and transfers this heat 

to a fluid flowing through the collector. The solar 

energy thus collected is carried from the circulating 

fluid either directly to the hot water or space 

conditioning equipment or to a thermal energy 

storage tank from which it can be drawn for use at 

night and/or on cloudy days. 
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